
Untold Italy Episode 154 - Listener Q&A: Tips for
Planning Your 2023 Trip to Italy

This is the Untold Italy Travel podcast, and you're listening to episode number 154.

Ciao a tutti and Benvenuti to Untold Italy, the travel podcast, where you go to the towns and

villages, mountains and lakes, hills and coastlines of Bella Italia. Each week your host Katy

Clarke takes you on a journey in search of magical landscapes of history, culture, wine,

gelato, and, of course, a whole lot of pasta. If you're dreaming of Italy and planning future

adventures there, you've come to the right place.

Katy

Ciao, buongiorno Italy lovers. I hope you all had a beautiful Christmas with your family and

friends and are ready to start planning your trips to Italy for 2023. It might seem strange to

say this but I often find planning the trip just as exciting as going on the trip... Well, maybe

not quite! There’s nothing that beats the thrill of stepping out onto the streets of Rome with

all that history and magnificent past all around me

I'm heading to Italy in March to do some scouting for our Untold Italy tours which is always a

lot of fun and also catching up with our Untold Italy team members there too. But the big trip

will be in September when I’m celebrating a big birthday with family and friends in Cilento

just south of the Amalfi Coast.

And I’m definitely getting some help with that one which people seem somewhat surprised

about. But, here’s the thing, despite a background in event management and a business

helping people tour and plan their trips to Italy, there are always experts that know more

than I do and who I’m happy to enlist to make sure we have an amazing time and so I can

relax and enjoy my birthday.

One such expert is who has appeared on the show many times. Danielle is theDanielle Oteri

founder of Feast Travel and has a wealth of knowledge and expertise helping visitors enjoy

their time in Southern Italy but also Italy in general.

Today’s episode is a recording of a q&a session we held recently on our Italy Travel Planning

community on Facebook. Danielle joined me to help answer a whole range of questions about

traveling in 2023 and I thought it was so useful that we’re replaying it again here.

So let’s get started as I know many of you are planning your trips in the downtime between

Christmas and New Year.
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Katy

Ciao. Buongiorno. Buena sera. Hi, everyone. I'm Katy. I am the founder of Untold Italy Travel

podcast and website and also the Italy Travel Planning Group. And here today with me is

Danielle Oteri from Feast Travel. Now, everyone, today we were planning to do an itinerary

consultation with one of our followers, but unfortunately, they weren't able to join us. So

what we're going to do instead is give you some general tips about planning a trip for 2023,

because we've seen some things happening and we want to help you out and make sure that

you're optimizing your trip planning. And I think anyone who's sort of dabbling around in that

now is pretty smart, because it's good to get ahead of the game, because things are going to

get really busy after Christmas now. Danielle, how about you quickly introduce yourself and

we'll get started on that?

Danielle

So fun to be here with you Katy. I'm excited to talk about all of these things that we're seeing.

My name is Danielle Oteri. I'm the founder of Feast Travel, and my focus is primarily in

southern Italy. But really what we do is really try to focus on the gems of Italy that are just a

little bit off the beaten path sometimes just next door to the Colosseum or Piazza San Marco.

And we offer group tours and also Itinerary consultations. We have an array of services where

we get on zoom and we review itineraries for those people who are just beginning their

planning journey or for the serious, hardcore self planners who want to really nail down every

single detail with an expert, with somebody who knows how the sausage is made in the travel

industry. And we also do full trip planning as well, which I'm having so much fun doing for

Katy for her big celebration in the fall.

Katy

Hot tip for you there, I'm not going anywhere that you may know. So that's because I want to

travel in September next year for a variety of reasons. One is we have school holidays here in

Australia, and I want my family to come with me. And September is actually peak season in

Italy. People think that it's maybe summer, but it's actually September is the peak, peak,

peak, peak of seasons in Italy. So it's really, really important to get your trip planning starting

early, don't you think?

Danielle

It is. And honestly, even this year, October was as busy as August.

Katy

I know. I was in Rome and sea of people going through the Piazza della Rotunda in front of the

Pantheon. I couldn't believe it. It was so busy. And I actually am not really great with crowds,

and I found it a little bit stressful, actually. So yeah, it's good to know these things and not to

put people off at all, but to start planning and just planning your days so that you can make

the most of it and not over plan. We're not suggesting you plan every little second, but make
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sure that you plan chunks, the really things that you want to do, and then you can go free and

easy after that.

Danielle

You got to plan for those days when you crash too. And I know exactly when that is in the

itinerary. And I so often say to people, you want two free days here? And they say, no, I want

to see this, this and this. And I'm like, "you're going to have a meltdown in those days, and

you're going to go off on your own and stare at a wall and eat gelato. You want to have that

time for yourself. You deserve it."

Katy

Yeah, well, you're on vacation. That's the thing. Right? And I think that it can't stress enough

that we have been traveling to Italy for many years, and we're very lucky to have done that.

But if you like, you can't see everything. I haven't seen everything that I want to see. I haven't

been to every region. I haven't delved as deep into the main sites that I want to see. I think

it's the hardest thing to do is just to kind of let go of that fact that you can't see and do

everything.

Danielle

No. You could spend an entire lifetime trying to see all of Italy, and it would be impossible.

And each region of Italy is so different and has a different history, has a different cuisine. So

the beauty of all of this variety is there's something for everybody. And you should really try

to avoid FOMO by saying, oh, but I have to see this, but I have to see that, because I saw this,

I heard a podcast about it. Really throw in on what kind of a traveler are you? What is

meaningful to you? If you have zero interest in history? As I have had people say, I hated

history class. I think it's the most boring thing in the world. Maybe don't go to Florence. You

don't need to go to Florence. You don't need to go there and buy a leather bag. There's other

places where you can have an amazing time, especially when you have one or two weeks to

travel. There's endless opportunities. And I call them opportunities because so many of the

things that are beyond the most famous cities, you can't even imagine how exciting it is to

feel like you are in a place that is undiscovered and then meet the most hospitable people

and eat some of the best food that you'll ever have in your life.

Katy

That's absolutely correct. And so thank you to everyone who's saying hello to us live. And

hello Simkie from California - great to have you here. I think that's so true, and even if it's

your first trip to Italy and you want to see some of the highlights, it's so good to just add in a

little section of something that's just a little bit different. And one of the examples that we

had from our trip this year that my family just loved was our time in Emelia Romagna. And

honestly, this is a beautiful region right near Bologna in Modena, and it's just full of the most

amazing food products. Parmesano, Reggiano, Prosciutto, balsamic vinegar. I mean, this is if
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you're a foodie, you want to go there, just run there, and no one is there. So it was so lovely

just to just hang out. We stayed in an agriturismo. We had a pool, we had a restaurant, we

did some trips into little towns. We ate ourselves silly. It was just a beautiful few days. And

that's really the bit that we're remembering the most, actually, when we look back on our

trip. So try and build in those little special, fine little nuggets to the side, if you can.

Danielle

I've been sending so many people to Modena in particular, and also what's good in the Emilia

Romania region is that it's fairly flat, so if you want to rent a car, it's a great place to drive.

It's also a region where the highways are fantastic, and they're very similar to what you might

be accustomed to at home. In other regions of Italy, you have really steep mountains and

difficult roads, and I'm a big advocate of reducing those friction points, especially if you're

traveling with kids or you're traveling with a lot of people. This is one of the most important,

important reasons why I tell people to really - you don't want to be traveling and moving

around every two or three days, because it's not just the time on the train, it's "I got to get to

the train station. Oh, I'm hungry. I got to eat something in the train station. I got to get on

the train. I got to get a taxi. It's such a labored experience, and when you build up all of

these little friction points, it's just an opportunity to get annoyed, to feel burnt out and feel

tired. And you're in Italy, you're in the land of La Dolce Vita. So planning well and really

thinking about all those transfer points and friction points while you're also thinking about

what you want to see and most want to experience. I always say, don't worry about what

you're going to see. What do you want to experience? That's how you're going to plan the best

itinerary for you. That's how you avoid FOMO as well. You really zero in on having a valuable

experience.

Katy

I'm totally with you because the way that I convince people that they need to come on my

journey of discovery in Italy is that I usually tell them about the life changing buffalo

mozzarella cheese because it's so true. If you're sitting there and you've got this buffalo

mozzarella and it's the juice is dripping down your chin and you're just going, oh, my God, I've

never tasted anything like that in my entire life. You will remember that like I have. And

you're going to remember that moment. And I think that I love going to the Colosseum and

you generally go back when I'm in Rome because I just find it so fascinating. But I don't have

that emotional moment about that somehow. It's really interesting. And so I feel like everyone

yeah, just dig deep inside you and find what it is that you really want to experience because

it's just what you see on Instagram or in a photo is not the experience. That's a snapshot in

time.

Danielle

If the photograph was taken with a drone, think about the physical perspective of that. And

now imagine yourself in that space in that crowded piazza, that the drone is creating an

illusion of being far away and distant. You're not thinking about somebody's elbow in your ear.
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Katy

Yeah. There's one place, though, that I know everyone wants to go and it's just really hard

because I found myself saying over the last few weeks, is everyone saying to me, Katy, we

want to go to Italy next year, like in my Pilates class, in the school pickup, or we're going to

Italy. Where should we go where we really want to go to? Where is it? Danielle, do you know

the place? Different ones.

Danielle

I have one spot where actually we have decided we're not even planning.

Katy

Is it Positano?

Danielle

No, it's the Cinque Terre.

Katy

Yeah. I mean, both of those places, they're tiny. People are so small.

Danielle

And honestly, the value of the services there are so overburdened that we can't find people

that we know can deliver because the crowds prevent the best-intended people from

delivering on what they've promised. So we've actually just cut unless you go in the

off-season, but in high season, we won't do it.

Katy

Yeah, Positano is the one for me. Is everyone wants to go and yes, someone guessed Positano.

Well done. It's a tiny town. I think it's got I don't know how many people in there that live

there. Normally. I think it's 10,000 or something. And I mean, it's tiny and it's steep and, you

know, you can't really drive because even if you were happy to sit in, like, traffic that was

crawling, you know, 2 km an hour to get there or cram yourself on a ferry, you have to go up

and down these hills and the restaurants are jam-packed. It's just, I don't know. Look, I love a

bit of luxury in my life, Danielle, as you know, and that to me, does not scream luxury,

because to me, luxury is space and being able to spread out and just enjoy and relax. And so I

just find being surrounded by lots of people and sort of pushed into like a machine-like

operation isn't terribly luxurious, but everyone each to their own. And I totally get why

people want to see Positano. It is very beautiful.
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Danielle

And I say, if you have $2,000 a night in your budget, then go to Positano and stay in a

beautiful resort. Because Positano is a resort town. It's not a town that has fishermen fishing

with their nets and cute little vintage shops. It's a resort town. It's like the White Lotus.

Whoever's watching season two in Sicily, it's the White Lotus. So if you've got that in your

budget, the service and the amenities of the top hotels are amazing. But in high season,

$2,000 a night is what you should expect to pay.

Katy

Okay, we've got a great question here. I'm just going to pop it up on here. When is it

considered to be high season and low season and mid-April would be what? And I think that's a

great question. Last year, high season lasted from May to October, if it started May to end of

October. So in mid-April, you're in the shoulder leading up to the high season, it's changed.

What we saw in this year is that it was the busiest season that they've had in obviously a very

long time, busier than 2019, and that was without Chinese and Russian tourists. So if you if

these tourists start coming back, then, whoa, it's going to be even busier.

Danielle

The Russians are coming back. I did have one of my drivers in Naples whisper into my ear, the

Russians are back and they're all going to Capri and they're all staying in luxury resorts. I think

the higher tier is, but the middle-class Russian and Chinese person is not yet traveling. I'm not

sure how that's going to shake out for this year, but yeah it's going to be busy.

Katy

Would you agree? Would you say that's high and low season?

Danielle

Yeah, I would say from because here's what you get in April is Easter. So a lot of people have a

break, especially like this year, I believe passover coincides with Easter week. So you have a

lot of people that have off from work or from school for that. And then a lot of religious

tourism going to places like Rome in particular for Easter so I would even say mid-April to

mid-October. I had a lot of clients who did trips in late October and early November, and they

really had the best experiences.

Katy

I love that time, actually, because you get the harvest as well, and that's fun, too. Okay, so

that was a really great question. Now, someone actually made a comment, and I'm just going

to pop it up here because I think it's worth having a bit more of discussion, is that you don't

need $2,000 a night to stay in Positano. No, you don't need $2,000 a night to stay in Positano.

But what we're saying is that it really depends on the experience you want to have. If you
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want to go there for a night or two, take some photos and rush around, and if that's the

experience you want to have, that's fine. And you can stay in a little apartment and go down

to the beach, whatever. But what we're saying is our personal preference is not to be in a big,

crowded area where you're paying premium prices for substandard services. And

unfortunately, that's the situation in this place at the moment. What do you think, Danielle?

Danielle

Yeah. $30 for an Aperol Spritz? No way. And I'm fine with paying more to be in a special place.

I live in New York City. I get it. But that just feels like, unnecessary because you're in Italy,

where you can be having something much more delicious, or if you're having an Aperol Spritz,

something that costs a lot less within just a few miles. I mean, just a few towns away, there's

so many places. And I think I want to emphasize, too, I don't want anybody to feel like I don't

know where all the good stuff is, I thought Positano was great. There's not a wonderful

abundance of good information about places beyond the most famous sites available in

English. And this is why the Untold Italy podcast is such a gem, really, because so much of this

industry is built on the infrastructure of commissions. And where you have hotels that pay

nice commissions to travel agents and planners is where you have too much tourism for a lot

of people. They're like, I don't have all this time to do all this research. I've got a surface

interest in history. I know I like to eat. Where do I go for the best food? And they think I'm

very logical to see Florence, Venice, Rome. But guess what? Florence, Venice, Rome are

probably low on my list of the best food in Italy. Like, the best destinations for food, like,

especially Venice and Rome pretty low on my list. Florence is a little higher, which is not to

say that there's not good food there. It's Italy. Of course there is. But if you are a foodie

tourist, I want you to go to Emilia, Romania. I want you to go to parts of Sicily. If you are a

history buff. You know, I'm going to make very different recommendations for you based on

somebody who has zero interest in history and just wants to appreciate landscape versus

somebody who wants to spend time outside in nature. Italy has it all and it is difficult to find

out where those places are with surface research. But we are here to say, once again, don't

get overwhelmed. Don't buy into the FOMO. If you spend a thoughtful amount of time

researching your trip and really thinking about what you want to experience, you're going to

have an amazing trip.

Katy

I cannot stress enough that you can't find things on Google, right? You can't just Google things

about Italy because the best stuff is not on Google. The reason is Italians are not very good at

ranking on Google in English, even trying to book online. Oh my gosh. It's a whole another

discussion. But the thing is that and that's part of the charm, is that you can't find it on

Google, right? And I think that it's hard to explain this to people that are used to just, I'm just

going to Google it, or I'm just going to find out something even on our Facebook group, right?

Because the thing is that unfortunately, they don't know how to rank on Google. And I'll tell

you another thing about Google because I'm actually like, I try and make my site a very high

ranking site on Google, so there's a lot of technical things that go into it. And a lot of the
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main articles that the Untold Italy articles rank against are written by Bots, and I can tell by

the way that they're written, right? So if you're really interested in getting to really special,

unique places, then you need to get in contact with people that know Italy well.

Katy

Everyone is going to travel their own way, and I am fully supportive of anyone who wants to

travel - if you've only got two weeks of your whole life to experience Italy, then just go in

deep and go in hard and just try and make sure you have those magic moments. Because

you're not going to get them rushing around and standing in Termini train station waiting for

four trains a day. I can tell you that right now. But you will get them wandering around a

neighborhood and sitting down for a spritz in a piazza and just soaking up the atmosphere.

Right? I've got another question. Let's go for it. Is it easy in the Amalfi Coast to wing it on the

cheap?

Danielle

No, that's probably the single worst place in Italy to try to wing anything. No, absolutely not.

No way.

Katy

Yeah, I think it's probably in the world perhaps, because it's like even though it sounds like it's

really easy to - it's the Amalfi Coast - because you think it's easy to get around, it's actually

not easy to get around even. And what you'll see is this is my other pet peeve is Rome to Rio

and Google Maps on this, particularly in this area, you can't work it out just - because ferries

aren't running at this time of year, so they don't show you the ferry schedules. The ferries are

packed. You have to be at the ferry quite a way in advance to get on the ferry. And look, it's

not an easy place to go around on the cheap. If you're going to the Amalfi Coast, live large.

Danielle

Live large or go to Ischia.

Katy

Oh, my God.

Danielle

Is about a million times better than anything on the Amalfi Coast. It is a fraction of the price.

And you know what? It is, obviously, I just spent a week there in September. The tourism

there is, for regular people, Capri and.. caveat, right - one of the most geographically

beautiful places in the world. Wonderful. I love it. But Beyonce and Jay Z roll up in their

yacht and a lot of the tourism is just sort of pressing your nose up against wealth and

shopping and excess. Right? Ischia is for like, middle-class Italian families, German families,
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so you can kind of wing it there. You can kind of go anywhere and you'll be able to afford

dinner and it'll be really good. You can go to the different beaches, you can go to the

different thermal parks. You'll have that absolutely beautiful landscape that has been

mythically beautiful since, literally, Homer wrote The Odyssey. And there aren't as many

resources in English about Ischia. Just go, just go to Ischia. Skip the Amalfi Coast or do the

Amalfi Coast as a day trip on one of those ferries that you pre-buy. Put that in your budget as

a day that you're going to go and spend a lot for an amazing lunch at a hotel in Positano and

you're going to dress up and wear your lemon dress for that day. But if you're on a budget,

that area around the Amalfi Coast is one of the most culturally rich places on earth. And

there's so many wonderful options.

Katy

Yeah, I agree. Now, someone's actually put another question up. She says, I know Danielle is a

Calabria expert. I don't know. You do know Calabria pretty well.

Danielle

Not an expert - I'm a Cilento expert in another region. But, yeah, the question being, I would

love to know your opinion on a lovely beach area town to recommend for family travel. I

would say Pizzo. P-I-Z-Z-O. It's close to Tropea and Tropea is gorgeous, but it does get very

busy, primarily with Italian tourists. A lot of Italians from northern Italy go there and it's also

a resort town. Though much, much more affordable and it's got like, beautiful

Caribbean-style water. But Pizzo is very close by. There's decent amount of Airbnb's that are

there, available for rent. Wonderful people, amazing food, and definitely off the proverbial

beaten pack.

Katy

Yeah, so Pizzo is like pizza, but with an O on the end.

Danielle

Yeah so it's already perfect.

Katy

And someone else asked us to spell out the recommended destination. So Ischia. Is.

I-S-C-H-I-A Ischia.

Danielle

Yeah, the Ch is a hard k. Sound like Bruschetta.
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Katy

All right, we got some other questions. We'll just pop up here. This is good. I love these

questions. Okay. Have you heard of the Rome to Rio website? Yes, I have. It's very similar to

Google Maps, and it's based on an algorithm, and so the reason why it doesn't work so well in

Italy is because a lot of the bus and ferry timetables are not published online. So the

algorithm can't do its algorithmic thing and work it out. So they publish them in PDF format,

usually three days after it's supposed to be due. So it's really hard to work out sometimes how

to get around. So on our website, we've actually got some new articles up how to get to - I've

got a new one coming out in the next few weeks, actually. How to get from Naples to the

Amalfi Coast and how to get from Sorrento to the Amalfi Coast. So we'll have all of those

available for you, and I can pop them in here because it's not as easy as just googling it. Okay.

Or using Rome to Rio because the algorithm cannot work out Italian bureaucracy. No one can

work out Italian bureaucracy, let alone a computer.

Katy

Okay.

Danielle

You're just like you have no idea the difference between Florence and Venice, and you're just

trying to figure out a baseline, like, how far are these places? But when it comes to the actual

planning and booking of tickets, then, yeah, it's not going to be useful.

Katy

Yeah, I mean, definitely. Get out the map. Please get out the map. Because I think sometimes

as well, when you want to see so many different places, you need to visualize where you

want to go around, because at the moment, I've had some interesting things where people

want to go places that it's going to take them 7 hours to get to to stay one night. I really

recommend people stay a minimum of three nights somewhere just to make the most of their

experience. But you can't undervalue getting out the map. The map is important. All right,

this is a good question. What is a good base on the Ligurian Coast for a few days? To visit

Portofino and Cinque Terre and to relax. I think I've got a good one. What do you think,

Danielle?

Danielle

I think Camogli would be my choice. Or Levanto. Camogli is, I think, a gem, and there's a

reference point for this visually. If you have Netflix, watch Salt Fat, Acid, Heat, it's a cooking

show, and the first episode is doing a flyover drone into that town so you can see for yourself.
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Katy

It's got that kind of retro charm, doesn't it - Camogli? And it's on the train line. So Liguria is

awesome. If you want to get around by train. I think it's one of those places that people just

go to the Cinque Terre and then they sort of leave and it's so sad because this is an amazing

region and you can get around by train, which is great because I don't recommend driving

there. In fact, it's the most scariest experience I've had in my life. I've still got the gray hairs

from that experience to prove it. But we stayed in Levanto in July this year and it was lovely.

It was full of European tourists, but it's got a bit more of a European charm to it and it's a

slower pace. But what we did was we just got on the train in the morning to go to the Cinque

Terre before all the cruise ships came in, and then we were out of there by ten. And then you

can actually see it was like a swarm of people coming, which was quite scary. We just got out

and went back to Levanto and just hung around there and went to the beach, and then we

did a sunset cruise.

Danielle

Genoa is a great city, too. Don't sleep on Genoa. Genoa is a city that is similar to Naples and

that it's a port town. There's a lot of graffiti, and it can be easy to see graffiti and think, oh,

this means dangerous, especially from an American context. But Genoa has some amazing

food, fantastic places, really great B and B's to stay in. Just a really interesting history with

some of the most spectacular architecture.

Katy

Yeah. And I really like Santa Margherita Liguri. Like, it's a really nice port town. And you can

walk to Portofino from there. And it's got this amazing food shop there called Seghezzo , and

you can tell it's implanted on my brain because it's not really -  we spent a week there and it

was so great. I just loved that place. So good.

Katy

Okay, we've got some more questions. This is a good one. I hear that can get really hot in

Rome and Venice - we're going May 28 to June the 4th, will it be super hot? Well, this year it

was hot from mid-May to mid-October. And I'm talking 30 degrees Celsius plus. What's that in

Fahrenheit? I'm not a Fahrenheit person.

Danielle

Like, in the 90s and low 100s. I think in May in Florence, it was like one day, 104 degrees

Fahrenheit.

Katy

And just so you know, electricity - heating/cooling prices have doubled in the last year

because of several factors that I think we're all experiencing around the world. But it's
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especially bad in Italy. That was quite reliant on gas. So what was happening is a lot of the

providers were sort of restricting air conditioning use, and a lot of people were finding that.

In fact, in one of our Agriturismi is that we stayed in, they'd wedged the air conditioning onto

25 degrees, which to me is heating. So I asked them to turn it off. We don't know what the

weather is going to be like. I mean, I'm here in Australia right now and it's December and it's

summer and look at me, I'm wearing a sweater. It's like, who knows what's going to happen?

We don't know. So it could be really hot or it might be cool, we don't know. But this year it

was very hot. Yeah.

Danielle

And if you ask any of the winemakers, they will tell you that they're bringing in the wine.

They're making wine earlier and earlier every season. So the trend in Europe has steadily been

to be hot. And this is one of those things when you're sitting at home planning, you think,

okay, it's going to be hot, but I can deal with hot. I'll be hot for a day and I'll be fine. But I

can't tell you how many times I get phone calls from some of the guides that I work with that

say somebody almost passed out or somebody else in the line passed out in front of us and an

ambulance had to come and we missed our entry. It's dangerously hot, so don't push yourself.

It's better to be overly cautious as it comes to the heat versus just sitting in your cozy home

at the perfect temperature, deciding how you're going to feel when you're there. It's really a

different experience. And I'm guilty of this too. I'm like, I'll be fine. No, you're not going to be

fine when it's 104 degrees and there's no shade for 3 hours.

Katy

And that's when we booked. I was so happy with our trip in June because we split everything

up. So we had some time in the cities, but we had a lot of time in the countryside of

properties that had a pool. And so we would do the activities in the morning and then come

back and just splash out by the pool in the afternoon. And then in the evenings we go to a

little town close by and have our dinner and it was just perfect. Try and consider that

because, well, especially if you're traveling with children, the level of complaining can get

quite high. So just be aware of everyone's level of energy. And we had definitely had a

teenager pass out on one of our tours and it was really scary for the parents as well. So don't

put your family through that, I think.

Danielle

Yeah, just be just be extra cautious. And if you have to sit in a piazza with a gelato for 2

hours that you hadn't planned, not the worst thing.

Katy

Oh, dear, here's another one. All right, I'm just I'll answer this one quickly. What's the main

form of transportation to see the sites in Rome and Venice. So, the best way to get around is

on foot, definitely. So that's why we always say, look, stay as centrally as possible because
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then you don't have to rely on anything. And especially the Rome subway is pretty... I don't

like it, I prefer not to use that. And it's very hot and squashy, and there's pickpockets and

stuff like that. And so try and avoid that one. And the bus is very slow and packed, and

there's all sorts of different rules, like you have to validate the ticket before you get on, and

then if you don't do that, you're going to get fined, pretty much. So just stick with walking.

And then when you get tired, you grab a taxi in Rome, and there's an app called the Free Now

App, and it works like Uber, and it's easy. So if you stay centrally, then you avoid the need for

transportation.

Katy

In Venice, I usually don't use a lot of the Vaporetto transportation. I usually walk everywhere.

The Vaporetto is the water bus. It's pretty expensive, but you do need it to get to the outer

islands. But Venice is tiny. You can walk everywhere.

Danielle

Or stay on the outer islands and travel in

Katy

Oh, that's my favorite. Yeah, I do like that. We actually stayed on the mainland last time I was

there, and it was absolutely gorgeous. And we were, like, on the opposite end of everyone's

Vaporetto run. And so we had the Vaporetto all to ourselves, and it was so nice. And did you

know I bet you know this, Danielle, but everyone listening might not know this, that there are

flamingos in the outer lagoon in Venice. And so one of the cool things to do is get an electric

boat and go around the outer lagoon, and you can spot flamingos, which is really cool. And

then you have the mountains in the background. So it's kind of strange because you kind of

think of flamingos as kind of tropical birds. I think I do. And then you have the mountains in

the background and the beautiful Venice in the distance.

Danielle

The soul of Venice is the northern lagoon. I work with a guide who does a catamaran tour at

sunset with aperitivo. And you go sailing through these lagoons, parts of the lagoon that are

just absolutely silent. And it is absolutely magical. I mean, the lights, the colors, and the

silence, especially when you've maybe gone to Piazza San Marco for a tour earlier that day. It's

a really special experience.

Katy

Sounds magical. Love it. Okay, here's another one. Here's a good question. When will train

schedules be dropped from Rome to Venice? I think they do an update in December and June.
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Danielle

Yeah. And if you're traveling between the big cities, Milan, Venice, Florence, Rome, Naples,

Salerno, the Frecciarossa, the fast train runs pretty much every 40 minutes or so. So if you're

traveling between the big cities, you can just count on there being a train at least every hour,

if not every half an hour. So you don't even need to worry so much for the precise time until

the last minute you'll be able to get on a train.

Katy

Okay, so we have one other question here. I don't know this place. What can you tell me

about the Adriatic seaside, like San Salvo? I don't know where San Salvo is. Is that in Le

Marche?

Danielle

No, I don't know that is either. But I would say the Adriatic sea has some of the best

least-known places, La Marche being one of them. La Marche is a beautiful coast, Ascoli

Piceno has probably got the most beautiful piazza in all of Italy. Abruzzo has a beautiful

coast, lots of great fishing villages, and sort of the Monte-Mare, the mountains and coast. And

then Puglia, of course, on the Adriatic is spectacular. And it's like a cross between Italy and

the Middle East. So it's like going to two new countries all at once.

Katy

I love Puglia. Puglia is the best. If you're kind of intrigued by Sicily, but I think it might be a

bit too crazy for you, which I love. I love the crazy of Sicily. It's amazing. Puglia is a great kind

of option because it's a bit more chill and it's beautiful and it's easy to drive around and have

a nice place, it is stunning.

Danielle

If you want to go biking, you want to do lots of walking,  the terrain is very easy and flat.

Katy

Okay. Confused about the VAT. Should you always have Euros on hand to pay for this tax for

hotel and Airbnb stays? Yeah, I mean, Airbnb people normally take cash. I don't use Airbnb

anymore. They've been really flaky in Italy especially and people have had a lot of properties

cancel on them, so I don't usually use them. But if you're staying at a hotel, they should take

card. There's no reason why they shouldn't.

Danielle

What's good to know about Airbnb, or any apartment rental for that matter, because of the

soaring energy costs. A lot of people, in order to rank in the search algorithms, they'll say,

just for the sake of an example, that the apartment is $100 a night. But then when you look
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at the fine print, that doesn't include the energy costs. And a lot of people have added in

meters for things like air conditioning. So if your thought is like, oh, great, it's $100, and I'm

going to go blast the AC because it's an apartment, I can do that, you are going to have to

pay. And it's a lot of money. Energy costs in Europe, even before current energy crisis, are far

larger and way higher than what we are accustomed to in the United States. So make sure

that you really read all of that information when you're booking an apartment.

Katy

Yeah, and another thing is that if in those apartment buildings, the government controls when

the heating and cooling is able to be turned on, and it varies by region. And so this year, a lot

of the regions were delayed until the 1 November to putting their heating on. So if you're not

used to that, it can be a bit of a shock. And so, yeah, it's just one thing to know. Sometimes

things seem cheap, but there's hidden costs inside.

Danielle

And it's not like a rip off. I don't want people to even think like, oh, wow, look at these

thieves. They're just trying to work with the algorithms and attract people into their

properties, but also pay their bills. So don't take offense at it. It's just the economic reality

right now in Europe.

Katy

Yeah, that's a really good point. I mean, yeah, it's different culture. Things work differently

there. So, like I said, the government controls the power, the energy as well. So it's one of

those things.

Katy

Now, this is a good question. Looking for itinerary planning help for Sicily next year. Can you

help with that, Danielle?

Danielle

You can definitely get in touch with me. And then I would also encourage you to look at Karen

La Rosa's website as well. Le Rosa works because Karen absolutely specializes in Sicily, and so

while I've been to Sicily and I have a lot of resources, Karen's the best.

Katy

She is, and that's why we partner with her for our Sicily tours. And so Karen knows every tiny

little pocket of Sicily and would encourage you - I know everyone now wants to go to

Taormina and Giardini Naxos because of White Lotus, but Sicily is amazing. Go to Sicily -

there's so much to see. All right. Definitely. Karen La Rosa.
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Katy

Now, I don't know the answer to this question. You might know. Do you know if there will be

any direct flights to Italy from San Francisco in 2023?

Danielle

I don't know. I will tell you this. The best flight from the US. Is JFK, New York to Rome. And I

don't know that this is something I realized a lot of people don't realize. The two major

international airports in Italy are Milanese and Rome. So if you want to get a direct flight, a

lot of people say, oh, should I fly to Venice? The best deal, the least chance of losing your

luggage is if you fly direct Milanese or to Rome, and then you can kind of plan your trip out

from there. Venice is a tiny airport. Florence airport is so tiny, I kid you not, a school bus

picks you up off the runway to transport you to the terminal. Naples airport is an exception.

That is a small airport, but it is very good. There is a direct flight from Newark Airport to

Naples. That's excellent only in the high season, and maybe I should be getting a kickback

from Delta. But in terms of reliability, JFK to Rome is the best flight.

Katy

And if you're coming from my part of the world down under in Australia, then I would

recommend you can do the same thing. And so even though I'm sort of, like, eternally

beholden to Qantas, I usually fly Emirates because it's fastest. If you're just going to Italy, it

just makes sense. You just go straight into Dubai, then on to Rome or Milan, and it's 22 hours

versus 26. View people in North America listening to that. That is a long haul flight. 8 hours

does not count. Sorry. 22 hours.

Danielle

I know. I feel very humbled when I think about how long it takes you to get to Italy. I don't

know that I can handle it.

Katy

You just suck it up. You got to do it. We've got no choice. So someone just asks if they have

any tips for the eight hour flights that you have learned over time. Well, just don't think

about just...

Katy

There's pharmaceutical answers to this question. I think it's a very personal one.

Katy

I mean, just get your movies and your books and try and relax. And just honestly, for someone

who does the 24 hours, 8 hours goes like that. So you just have to just not think about it. It's

just one of those things that and just try and make yourself as comfortable as possible. Don't
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go wearing your jeans, because jeans aren't usually comfortable to wear on a plane. I don't

mind. Just wear some nice comfy pants and nice you know, I like to wear, like, really

breathable materials, and, like, I always have, like, a shawl or something to keep me warm,

because I find planes really uncomfortable. So that's what I do. Okay. Someone asked about

Venice Airport. Venice Airport. It's actually not a bad hub, I don't find. But, I mean, look, like

Danielle said, you're going to find many more flights going into Milan.

Danielle

Yeah. And then you can take the train from there. And spend a night in Milan. Milan's great.

Katy

Milan is great. But I've got a hot tip for everyone who's flying into Milan and picking up a car,

which we found out the hard way, and it was not the hard way, but it's only because we can

read and speak Italian is that there's a new tollway there. Because we were driving across to

Lake Garda from Malpensa Airport and there's a new tollway which picks up on the number

plate or the license plate, and you wouldn't know. So you're going to get charged. So you need

to ask at the car rental company about any tollways that require some registration, because

we had to register online, and that wasn't the easiest process either. So just be careful of

things like that when you're driving.

Katy

This is a great question. Thanks, Kay. Is there somewhere I can go to view hotels you

recommend for Rome, Venice, and Florence? We have an article on each of those cities, and

I'll pop them in the comments below. But if you want more personal recommendations,

definitely make a session with Danielle, because she will be able to tell you something that

may suit your family more. So I've got my favorites, and they're in those articles, but Danielle

might be able to get something more personalized for you.

Katy

All right, I think we have time for one more question. If I'm going to be in Bellagio for a week,

is it worth venturing to the Lake Garda area - we will have a car? Definitely. Love it. It's one

of my favorite places in Italy. It depends when you're going as well. I would say just be aware

that in the summer months, it's very busy. So this part of Italy attracts the most tourists. And

that's not English-speaking tourists. They're coming from Germany and Austria and other parts

of Europe. So it is busy with those type of tourists. But I like it. It's fun. It feels very

European, and you feel very gigi and, you know but I love the area around Lake Garda.

There's some beautiful wineries. There's a beautiful town called Sirmione, and it's got a castle

with a moat, and the swans go around the moat, and it's got ancient Roman ruins of a villa.

And you can swim into the lake. The lake is quite warm because it's got its thermal waters in

the lake, so it's very nice. And then when we were there earlier this year, we went up to

Monte Baldo, which is like in one of the peaks from Malcesine. And you get the cable car up
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and you can go for a little hikes and walks in the mountains and then sit down at a refugio

and just relax. It's beautiful. So, Danielle, did you have any other comments?

Danielle

Well, yes, I would just like to share this quick little three-minute breakdown of Italy that I

have been sharing with my private clients who come, who book a session with me, because

they're just overwhelmed with all the options and they don't know how to figure out how to

focus their trip. So this seems to be really working for you people. So I'd like to share it here.

Think of Italy is three separate trips. There's the northern part, central Italy, which would

comprise Florence and Rome, and then southern Italy, which would be Naples and south. And I

have a lot of clients who are coming from Florida or Texas or places where it's super hot all

the time. And so they are finding when they drill into things, that northern Italy is much more

appealing to them. And so that would be a trip that would include hiking in the Dolomites,

which would include Emilia Romagna, really, for people who love food and wine, spending

some time in Milan. Milan, you want to talk about authentic Italy? It's Milan. It is the economic

heart of Italy, and it's where so many Italians move to for work. And then Torino as well. For a

city that has almost kind of a more French feel and beautiful piazzas, Torino is a great city for

wanderers, for photographers, for people who want to eat a lot of chocolate and drink a lot

of coffee, and a world class city that just is not inundated with tourism, but is very well

organized. And Venice, I would put in that northern leg, as well as it’s a kind of like northern

European city.

Danielle

For the people who are interested in history that are bucket list travelers that want to see

the leaning Tower of Pisa, even though it's a tower that leans. I'm not a big fan, but I get it, I

understand why. So if you want to kind of see those experiences, then central Italy is where

you want to focus your trip. Certainly Rome. Certainly Florence. Tuscany. It's important to

know Tuscany is a region. It's not a town with sunflowers and olive trees in bloom all the time.

It's a huge region. So you're going to need to pick where in Tuscany you want to go and focus

your visit and plan on driving. And then the off-the-beaten-path treasures in central Italy

would be Abruzzo and Le Marche.

Danielle

And then finally, if you are interested in the Mediterranean world, then you have to go to the

south. If you are a traveler who's looking to connect with people, the south is where you're

going to find the nicest, friendliest people. It's also where you're going to find food that is the

most familiar. Naples is the birthplace of pizza. So much of the Italian food we have in South

America and Australia and North America comes from Campania and Sicily, and this is where

you're going to find the best beaches. This is where things are going to be the most laid back.

This is also the place where people are going to speak the least English, but probably be the

most eager to communicate with you. So the Mediterranean culture is what dominates

southern Italy, and if that's what attracts you, that's where you want to focus your visit. I
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hope that was helpful. I feel like that has helped bring some clarity to those who just don't

know where to throw that pin in the map and focus their planning.

Katy

I think that's really helpful, Danielle because as well, Italy is not... it's been the same for

hundreds of years and it's not going to change. It's one of those countries that people usually

go back to. I can't think of many people that just go, oh, no, I didn't ever want to go back to

Italy again. They usually want to go and explore some more and there's always that diversity.

And I think one other thing to point out is I think a lot of the people on our Facebook group

and who are listening live or on the recording, they're like fiercely independent travelers. And

I know I am too, and I always have been. Since I started traveling when I was 15, I've been

organizing my own travel. But one thing that I've learned in the last few years, and this is one

of the reasons why we launched our small group tours in Italy, and I know Danielle offers them

too, in southern Italy, is that there's some experiences that you're going to find difficult to

have if you don't speak Italian and if you're not driving. And so even if you're an independent

traveler, you don't need to go on a full-blown tour with a person holding a flag or anything

like that. You can go on a small group tour and really immerse yourself in the local culture.

Because I know on Danielle's tours and on our tours, we always have an Italian-speaking tour

leader as well as local guides with us, so you can really connect with the locals and taste the

local food and really understand the different menus. Because even if you go to these places

like and you rock up in your car and you get out and you've got the restaurant you've listened

to Untold Italy, and you know which restaurant you want to go to, you may not know what to

order or how to order the thing that is going to be the most special. And so just consider

different options of how you're going to see Italy, because you can mix and match. You can do

some independent stuff, you can join some tours. You can do this, but you can do it on your

own terms and however, you want to experience it. And I think that there's so many different

offerings out there in the marketplace where I know there's a lot of people and I'm trying to

find a really good company to work with that does cycling and walking tours, because a lot of

people want to combine their love of walking and hiking or cycling with a trip to Italy. I think

that's a fantastic idea. Me - I'm more about, like, villages, history, culture, food and wine.

That's me. But everyone's different. And that's I guess what I wanted to point out is that chase

your dreams, chase the things, the experiences you want to have, and then you'll find the

Italy that you're looking for, I think. Yeah.

Danielle

And look for the balance. Less is more. If you feel if you get caught, and I mean, I talk to

clients sometimes who are literally almost hyperventilating, but I saw that I have to go here,

and then I have to go there, and then if I go to Umbria, I have to go over the borders... if you

find yourself in that place, you're trying to do too much. So just stop right there. Again, think

about, what do I want to experience? Think about the people that you're traveling with. If

you're traveling with somebody who gets cranky if they don't eat on time, you got to think

about all those things and just remember it's Italy. You're going to have an amazing
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experience. You're not going to miss out on something. I've been going to Italy for how many

years now? Since I was 18. I am Italian. I have family there. I've lived there. I studied there.

My list gets longer every time I go back to all the places that I've been to. Then I want to see

all these new places and then I find out, inevitably, my tour guides are like, oh, you haven't

been there, what?

Danielle

I've spent so much of my adult life in this country and there's always more. So you're not

going to see it all. That's the good news and the bad news. Focus on experiences and what

you want to experience.

Katy

Oh, thank you, Danielle. I think this has been a really great way to answer some questions live

and really get people in the mood for 2023. I think all of you who are here now are very, very

smart because what tends to happen, everything sort of slows down before Christmas and

then suddenly I know on my website the traffic kind of explodes on Boxing Day. And so we

know that that's when people, when they finish their Christmas dinner and they go, oh, what

are we going to do next year on a trip to Italy? Everyone's googling away and trying to

research. So, yeah, I think it's really good that you guys are on the front foot and you're

getting organized now, Danielle, how can people get in touch with you if they want to book

themselves in for a trip?

Danielle

Planning itinerary, just go to feasttravel.com. I'm actually adding a bunch of new fun things

day tours to our website with some of my favorite tour guides, the people that we send our

private clients out with, and you can click on the consultation page - we have three tiers of

service and we go deep on these consultations. So if you are just at the beginning or you are a

super geek planner who really enjoys this and there are a lot of you out there - you come to

those calls prepared! I'm ready to meet you where you are and have some fun with the

details.

Katy

Yeah, I think those ones are the funnest, aren't they? Because there's people that they've got

the map out and they know how long it's going to take to get around and they've got a solid

plan and then it's getting all those fine details and those super amazing restaurants and all of

that sorted out. That's sort of what rings our bells, I think it does for me.

Danielle

And there's so many little things like, I think I've shared this with your audience before, don't

go to Pompeii in the morning when all the cruise ship groups are there. Wait till 03:00. It'll be
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you and the feral cats. It's amazing, there's so many things like that. If you just sort of know

the traffic in the area and how the industry moves around these places, I can really help you

experience some of those big marquee sites in a more relaxed way.

Katy

You're amazing. Thank you so much for sharing all your wisdom. And thank you to everyone

that's saying thank you. We appreciate you. And yeah, we'll be back next week. Thanks so

much for joining us, and we'll see you next time. Ciao for now.

Danielle

Bye, Katy.

Katy

Well, I hope you found that session useful. I always learn something new and get new ideas

just by talking to people about their trips. If you’d like to join in the conversation in our Italy

Travel Planning group, head on over to Facebook and search Italy Travel Planning. Our friendly

group is almost 100,000 members and there is always someone on hand to give you

suggestions and ideas.

Now If you’d like some more expert and specific help with your Italy trip, Danielle’s company

Feast Travel offers travel planning services where she can review your itinerary and make

suggestions on how to make the most of your time in Italy. Visit her website feasttravel.com

where you’ll find details of the services she offers. Of course, we’ll put all this information

into our detailed show notes for you at untolditaly.com/154.

Thanks for your ongoing support of Untold Italy. We truly appreciate all of you, especially our

Amici private podcast members, and of course all our subscribers and listeners joining us from

around the world. If you have a spare moment we would so appreciate it if you left us a 5-star

rating and review on your favorite podcast app. That way we can reach more Italy-loving

travelers just like you

That’s all for today, next week you’re going to hear from our favorite podcast guests about

the Italian destinations they are excited to visit in 2023 which should provide a lot of

inspiration. But until then it’s  …  “ciao for now”.
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